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For two decades, William Baldwin has been a pioneer in the ever-expanding therapeutic fields of Spirit Releasement, Past Life Regression, and Soul-Mind Fragmentation. In his
Florida practice, he uses these therapies routinely to help patients who suffer from Dissociative Trance and Dissociative Identity (formerly called Multiple Personality) Disorders.
Healing Lost Souls explains the attributes of each therapy in everyday language, and provides dozens of case studies to illustrate its clinical use. Likening his work to the ancient
practice of shamanism, Baldwin has found that psychological disorders are often rooted in past life traumas, the interference of attached entities of various origins, and the
fragmentation of one’s soul. Baldwin stresses the importance of active patient participation throughout the stages of regression, as well as the need to treat encountered entities
with respect, since they are often mere lost souls as bewildered and frightened as the patients themselves.
What do our family and friends in spirit want us to know?What happens to you after the body dies? How do you gain closure after your loved ones pass? Are you someone
searching for afterlife evidence? Do you wonder is there a spirit world and what is it like? Are you curious about exploring your own mediumship and seeking a greater
comprehension of your natural gifts?This captivating and compelling book clearly describes that the spirit realm is much closer than we realize and walks us through the process
of connecting our two worlds. In it you will:?Discover that your loved ones who have crossed over are still alive and care about you?Learn that love is the fabric of the afterlife that
creates an everlasting bond with us?Expand your awareness and prepare to be transformed by spirits' eternal love?Gain a better understanding of life beyond the veil?Acquire a
road map for your own mediumship and spirit communicationWith eloquence and humor, Chris shares with us his journey into mediumship, describes what the other side is like
and offers some remarkable mediumship readings and healing messages that have proven to be life transforming for the recipients. In addition, he masterfully takes complex
knowledge offered by spirit communicators and relays it to us in ways that are easy to understand. This inspiring work is a treasure that clearly describes that not only do we
survive our physical death, but more importantly, that the bonds of love between the two worlds are eternal. This thought provoking, well written book is a must for anyone
interested in the spirit world, mediumship and what spirit is trying to tell us.
In my life of the spiritual and supernatural I have had many experiences with angels, ghost, demons and even a entity.
In this personal account, one man details how his past life sins had a direct effect on his love life. Frank Mares, a successful middle-aged businessman, was always mystified
why his love life was snake bitten. Others thought of him as a considerate, funny guy with good looks, but every one of his long-term relationships with attractive women ended in
a fiery wreck. After the death of his father, he started a meditation practice that inexplicably rewarded him with psychic abilities. With his new gift, he discovers that reincarnation
is real and he recovers facts about nine of his past lives. Most of those lives involved violent, bloody deaths. Mares goes on a spiritual journey to find out why he kept dying
violently and why he couldn't find the love he was looking for in his current life. The answers do not come easily, but by using a team of three world class psychics, he tracks
down the shocking reason why the Universe is angry with his soul. The psychic team finds that within the soul of this normal, small businessman resides a brutal, stone killer from
the 1600's, who surprisingly was the revered founder of a gentile noble family. The killer's portrait still hangs in his tourist destination castle outside of Prague, while Mares pays
his Karmic bill. Mares hopes to salvage the dark time in his soul's past into something that could help others today. Specifically, he found that everyone's long term romantic
relationships were preplanned before their births. This planning was done not so that you can find love and happiness, but rather so that your soul can learn spiritual lessons
through heartache. By examining his past relationships with a new perspective, he saw how the Universe set him up for romantic doom through amazing coincidental encounters
and by ruthlessly preventing more suitable girls from ever meeting him. If you read this book, you will never look at Love and Death in the same way again. In addition, some of
your past romantic disappointments might now start to make sense.
How does it happen? How does someone raised Roman Catholic find himself journeying to the spirit world, interacting with spirit guides, and performing soul retrievals? This
book is Paul J. McAllister's answer to that question. What makes the book interesting is that, unlike many how-to shamanic books, My Journeys To The Spirit World focuses on
the author's personal journeying experiences. Between June 2011 and June 2013 the author made approximately 200 journeys to the spirit world; journaling each visit
immediately after it occurred. This book presents the thirty plus most memorable journeys. It includes details of his interactions with power animals and spirit guides, the
intentions for each journey, and the beneficial results of contacting the spirit world. In Chapter One the author describes initial spirit contacts he had while vacationing in Hawaii in
2011. Back on the mainland two weeks later, Paul was awakened from a sound sleep by Hawaiian spirits and given the opportunity to follow a new path. He accepted their
invitation. In Chapter Two, the author briefly describes his personal spiritual quest. Following Catholicism into adulthood, the author's life took a turn into alternative spiritual ideas
including years spent studying Rosicrucianism, Buddhism, Transcendental Meditation, the Order of the Golden Dawn, and ultimately shamanic practice. Chapter Three relates
how he began journeying on his own. The author describes purchasing Awakening to the Spirit World by Sandra Ingeman and Hank Wesselman, reading their instructions on
journeying, and using the accompanying CD to journey easily into and out of the spirit world. After several months, he decided to verify his experiences and signed up for a class
titled "Introduction to Shamanic Journeying" by Lauren Torres, a certified teacher of shamanic practices. Chapters Four and Five describe the author's success in confirming his
own experiences through that training. Paul describes his journeys during four shamanic training courses as well as his own personal journeys during this timeframe. The author
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uses Chapter Six as an introduction to the process of healing by describing his experiences during three years as a practitioner of chakra healing. This chapter also sets the
stage for discussions of soul retrievals and soul retrieval training which are covered in Chapter Seven. Chapter Eight describes four soul retrievals and includes positive post
retrieval comments from each of the clients. Chapter Nine discusses the use of drums, rattles, dreams, omens, other forms of divination, and how these tools compliment healing
and soul retrievals. Chapter Ten focuses on a discussion of our outmoded definition of reality, the fact that journeying is the inherent right of all human beings, and how
journeying will help us discover our individual purpose which in turn will help us implement the destiny of all humanity. My Journeys To The Spirit World, is not a dry, intellectual
approach to shamanic journeying. Rather it is an exciting, sometimes emotional retelling of the author's personal view of the journeying process. It is the wonderful culmination of
a life long spiritual search.
December, 1917. The Great War is rampaging through Europe – yet Trelawney Hart has scarcely noticed. The arch-sceptic and former child prodigy has lost his way and now
ekes out a lonely existence, taking his only comfort from the bottle. This dissolute lifestyle is interrupted, however, when spiritualist crusader and celebrated author Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle arrives at the door of his London club and requests his help in investigating a man he believes to be a psychic medium of unparalleled gift. Driven on by his
anticipation of exposing the psychic as a fraud, Hart accepts. But it is not long before he finds himself helpless amidst a series of seemingly inexplicable events – and he is forced
to consider whether there may be much more to life than he had ever thought possible. Nominated for the Edinburgh Book Festival's 2014 First Book Award.
Take a fascinating journey into the life of one of the most respected, sought-after, and renowned magicians alive today: Lon Milo DuQuette. In this follow-up to his popular
autobiography, My Life with the Spirits, DuQuette tells how a friend was cursed by a well-known foreign filmmaker and how they removed that curse with a little help from
Shakespeare. He explains how, as a six-year-old, he used the Law of Attraction to get a date with Linda Kaufman, the most beautiful girl in first-grade. DuQuette also reveals the
ins and outs of working with demons and provides a compelling account of performing an exorcism at a private Catholic high school. As entertaining as they are informative, the
true stories in this memoir contain authentic magical theory and invaluable technical information.
New York Times Bestseller "Packed with suspense. . . a gripping edge-of-your-seat thriller.” — Washington Book Review The internationally acclaimed, New York Times
bestselling author returns to the magnificent universe he constructed in his bestselling novels The Shadow of the Wind, The Angel’s Game, and The Prisoner of Heaven in this
riveting series finale—a heart-pounding thriller and nail-biting work of suspense which introduces a sexy, seductive new heroine whose investigation shines a light on the dark
history of Franco’s Spain. In this unforgettable final volume of Ruiz Zafón’s cycle of novels set in the universe of the Cemetery of Forgotten Books, beautiful and enigmatic Alicia
Gris, with the help of the Sempere family, uncovers one of the most shocking conspiracies in all Spanish history. Nine-year-old Alicia lost her parents during the Spanish Civil
War when the Nacionales (the fascists) savagely bombed Barcelona in 1938. Twenty years later, she still carries the emotional and physical scars of that violent and terrifying
time. Weary of her work as an investigator for Spain’s secret police in Madrid, a job she has held for more than a decade, the twenty-nine-year old plans to move on. At the
insistence of her boss, Leandro Montalvo, she remains to solve one last case: the mysterious disappearance of Spain’s Minister of Culture, Mauricio Valls. With her partner, the
intimidating policeman Juan Manuel Vargas, Alicia discovers a possible clue—a rare book by the author Victor Mataix hidden in Valls’ office in his Madrid mansion. Valls was the
director of the notorious Montjuic Prison in Barcelona during World War II where several writers were imprisoned, including David Martín and Victor Mataix. Traveling to
Barcelona on the trail of these writers, Alicia and Vargas meet with several booksellers, including Juan Sempere, who knew her parents. As Alicia and Vargas come closer to
finding Valls, they uncover a tangled web of kidnappings and murders tied to the Franco regime, whose corruption is more widespread and horrifying than anyone imagined.
Alicia’s courageous and uncompromising search for the truth puts her life in peril. Only with the help of a circle of devoted friends will she emerge from the dark labyrinths of
Barcelona and its history into the light of the future. In this haunting novel, Carlos Ruiz Zafón proves yet again that he is a masterful storyteller and pays homage to the world of
books, to his ingenious creation of the Cemetery of Forgotten, and to that magical bridge between literature and our lives.
World-renowned medium Carmel Joy Baird shares the powerful story of how she overcame extreme panic and anxiety to break a cycle of abuse and find a life of freedom, forgiveness, and love. From
childhood Carmel heard and saw things that nobody else did. Fearful and full of shame for what she thought made her “crazy,” she justified being abused and began to lose all believe in her own self worth.
When Carmel finally accepted the truth of spirits, she was able to use her gift of speaking to the dead to help thousands of people worldwide, but first she had to help herself. “We spend much of our lives
hiding our authentic selves, looking outward for acceptance, love and healing. What I want my story to show is that we don't have to be ashamed of who we are, because all healing journeys start from within.
The basis of life is love, and that is the place that I am right now in my life. Come join me.” Join Carmel on the roller-coaster journey that made her the person and healer that she is today, and learn how you,
too, can turn your shame into power and love. By embarking on this path, you will gain a better grasp on what lies behind your shame, as well as a firmer understanding of yourself and your own truth, and
how to live in love and in light.
This book covers various parts of my life from the time I was seventeen years old. On my eighteenth birthday I left home hitch hiking 300 miles to my aunt`s house where I had a cousin being married. My
uncle was a German immigrant and I lived with them for a time. He taught me that if I took any job and tried to do it better than anyone else did that the employer would find something better for me. This
proved out to be true as I started at the bottom of a Bakery company and in nine years I became the manager of that company. In the early days of that employment I learned a lot about salesmanship and
became a leader
This 1880 work by Dr. M. La Fayette Byrn is the eighth edition of a hugely popular manual on the distillation of spirits from a variety of fruits and vegetables. Providing directions for the distillation and
preparation of brandies and other spirits, this edition had appended to it M. Flinz's ""Practical Directions for Distilling,"" a text that had appeared separately in Paris and which the author felt would provide vital
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information to the reader.
When I stopped looking for the Answers, the Answers found ME! -- Valerie VargaWe exist as Mind, Body, and Spirit. Only when we find balance between our three States of Being, will we truly be free and at
peace. In Visions, Voices, and Guiding Spirits: A Common Life With Supernatural Assistance, Valerie Varga takes readers on an inspiring spiritual journey that includes true stories of trials and triumphs on
her way to freedom, happiness, and peace of mind.Valerie Varga is an authentic teacher, gifted with the experiences of powerful mystical images, and the Wisdom gathered through her encounters with Love,
Loss, and a Common Life. Her book gives us a NEW sage-like voice to light our way past the hardships of this season. I urge you to enjoy the stories, contemplate how the insights are relevant to you, and
apply the proven strategies to reach your ultimate in personal growth and spirituality.
The Trueba family embodies strong feelings. This family saga starts at the beginning of the 20th century and continues through the assassination of Allende in 1973.
A rare glimpse into the fascinating, sometimes terrifying, sometimes hilarious world of a modern ceremonial magician. Hailed by critics as the most entertaining author and one of the most widely respected
members of the magick community, Lon Milo DuQuette provides a beacon for aspiring magicians everywhere. Illustrated. Index
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Gloria Steinem—writer, activist, organizer, and inspiring leader—tells a story she has never told before, a candid account of her life as a traveler, a listener, and a catalyst
for change. ONE OF O: THE OPRAH MAGAZINE’S TEN FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE YEAR | NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Harper’s Bazaar • St. Louis Post-Dispatch •
Publishers Weekly When people ask me why I still have hope and energy after all these years, I always say: Because I travel. Taking to the road—by which I mean letting the road take you—changed who I
thought I was. The road is messy in the way that real life is messy. It leads us out of denial and into reality, out of theory and into practice, out of caution and into action, out of statistics and into stories—in
short, out of our heads and into our hearts. Gloria Steinem had an itinerant childhood. When she was a young girl, her father would pack the family in the car every fall and drive across country searching for
adventure and trying to make a living. The seeds were planted: Gloria realized that growing up didn’t have to mean settling down. And so began a lifetime of travel, of activism and leadership, of listening to
people whose voices and ideas would inspire change and revolution. My Life on the Road is the moving, funny, and profound story of Gloria’s growth and also the growth of a revolutionary movement for
equality—and the story of how surprising encounters on the road shaped both. From her first experience of social activism among women in India to her work as a journalist in the 1960s; from the whirlwind of
political campaigns to the founding of Ms. magazine; from the historic 1977 National Women’s Conference to her travels through Indian Country—a lifetime spent on the road allowed Gloria to listen and
connect deeply with people, to understand that context is everything, and to become part of a movement that would change the world. In prose that is revealing and rich, Gloria reminds us that living in an
open, observant, and “on the road” state of mind can make a difference in how we learn, what we do, and how we understand each other. Praise for My Life on the Road “This legendary feminist makes a
compelling case for traveling as listening: a way of letting strangers’ stories flow, as she puts it, ‘out of our heads and into our hearts.’”—People “Like Steinem herself, [My Life on the Road] is thoughtful and
astonishingly humble. It is also filled with a sense of the momentous while offering deeply personal insights into what shaped her.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “A lyrical meditation on restlessness and the quest
for equity . . . Part of the appeal of My Life is how Steinem, with evocative, melodic prose, conveys the air of discovery and wonder she felt during so many of her journeys. . . . The lessons imparted in Life on
the Road offer more than a reminiscence. They are a beacon of hope for the future.”—USA Today “A warmly companionable look back at nearly five decades as itinerant feminist organizer and standardbearer. If you’ve ever wondered what it might be like to sit down with Ms. Steinem for a casual dinner, this disarmingly intimate book gives a pretty good idea, mixing hard-won pragmatic lessons with more
inspirational insights.”—The New York Times “Steinem rocks. My Life on the Road abounds with fresh insights and is as populist as can be.”—The Boston Globe
In this book I tried to share different types of modalities that people have or can attain. We are all at different levels in our journey. This was not written or meant to teach, but to make you aware of other
modalities. I was not able to cover all the different modalities, there are far too many to cover in one book. My intent is to pass on the knowledge of healing and to help people grow and become a healer in
whatever they choose.

It is my hope that I can help my readers to understand the deeper meaning of life. I have been given the remarkable gift of automatic writing, and I use it to enlighten humanity
about everything from the discovery of Spirit Selves, to Spirit communication and reincarnation. These writings are an autobiography of my life in my younger years and of my
experiences with paranormal activities.
For many years I struggled to find real, lasting joy. Whenever I achieved a goal that I believed would bring me happiness I would find that the happiness I sought had moved
somewhere else: to the next job, the next college degree, the next completed project, the next success. Never the current one. It was a discouraging way to live, and my
dissatisfaction fueled a desire for change. Through books, mentors, good friends and spiritual guidance I learned how to transform my beliefs and thoughts and reshape the
emotions and actions that determine my results and create the reality in which I live. I've experienced greater peace, fulfillment and success as I've worked to internalize these lifegiving truths. I am excited to share them with you, and I hope they will bless your life as they've blessed mine.
The psychic medium for New York Times bestselling authors John Edward and James Van Praagh brings us his unparalleled insights on life after death and communication with
the other side. For over 20 years, internationally known medium Robert Brown has seen every form of crossing over. As a psychic investigator, he has tested and retested the
claim made by spirit communicators: that there is no death. Though many prominent people have sought Robert's services, including Princess Diana, Robert has also helped
thousands around the world communicate with their lost loved ones. Now he reveals what those who have crossed over want us to know about the other side and this world,
sharing stories of clients who have gained peace of mind knowing that their loved ones do go on. This book will explain all Brown has found to be true in mediumship and the
spirit world, including how the spirit world works through spirit communicators--or mediums, how the process of spirit communication actuallyworks--how John Edward does what
he does on TV, what happens when our physical body dies and our beta body reaches the other side, and what the spirits really want us to know about abortion, capital
punishment, suicide, evil spirits, and man's inhumanity to man. He has also witnessed firsthand some of the world's greatest mediums, and through these interactions, what he
has learned could change people's views on life and death forever, confirming that there really is life after this one.
The Journey of My Life is a story about ancestral spirits--how they can drive you, your life, and your path to your future. A lot of people say that ancestral spirits are not real, but in
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Africa, if you don't follow what your forebears tell you, you might ruin your life.
Jobless and forced home to Wisconsin, journalist Sabrina Monroe can tolerate reunions with frenemies and kisses from old boyfriends, but not the literal ghosts that greet her in
this heartwarming tale of the power of love and connection from acclaimed author Amy E. Reichert. For Sabrina Monroe, moving back home to the Wisconsin Dells--the selfdescribed Waterpark Capital of the World--means returning to the Monroe family curse: the women in her family can see spirits who come to them for help with unfinished
business. But Sabrina's always redirected the needy spirits to her mom, who's much better suited for the job. The one exception has always been Molly, a bubbly rom-com loving
ghost, who stuck by Sabrina's side all through her lonely childhood. Her personal life starts looking up when Ray, the new local restaurateur, invites Sabrina to his supper club,
where he flirts with her over his famous Brandy Old-Fashioneds. He's charming and handsome, but Sabrina tells herself she doesn't have time for romance--she needs to focus
on finding a job. Except the longer she's in the Dells, the harder it is to resist her feelings for Ray. Who can turn down a cute guy with a fondness for rescue dogs and an
obsession with perfecting his fried cheese curds recipe? When the Dells starts to feel like home for the first time and with Ray in her corner, Sabrina begins to realize that she can
make a difference and help others wherever she is.
Spirits can be haunters, informants, possessors, and transformers of the living, but more than anything anthropologists have understood them as representations of something
else—symbols that articulate facets of human experience in much the same way works of art do. The Social Life of Spirits challenges this notion. By stripping symbolism from the
way we think about the spirit world, the contributors of this book uncover a livelier, more diverse environment of entities—with their own histories, motivations, and social
interactions—providing a new understanding of spirits not as symbols, but as agents. The contributors tour the spiritual globe—the globe of nonthings—in essays on topics ranging
from the Holy Ghost in southern Africa to spirits of the “people of the streets” in Rio de Janeiro to dragons and magic in Britain. Avoiding a reliance on religion and belief systems
to explain the significance of spirits, they reimagine spirits in a rich network of social trajectories, ultimately arguing for a new ontological ground upon which to examine the
intangible world and its interactions with the tangible one.
The author describes his experiences studying the Asmat people of the jungles of New Guinea and discusses the place of homosexuality in their culture
Natural born medium, Sarah Christine Lalonde is able to connect with the other side and bring people closer to their loved ones. Sarah brings us her story of growing up with
spirits and how we too can connect with our loved ones who have passed on. Learn more about how to safely connect with your own spirit or animal guide, understand the
empathic child, and learn about energy healing through channeled information. This book is a reminder of the spirituality all around us and how much we are loved and protected
by the other side. Illustrated by Lisa Hayes-- Professional Graphic Designer Lisa Hayes can be contacted at lisahayes@shaw.ca
A profound and in-depth dialog of Spirit-guided insights describing the nature of the soul essence and presenting imaginative, practical tools to transform human dramas.Addressing commonly asked
questions, Opening a Window to the Soul presents a unique way to understand how the world operates, heal painful emotions, get along with difficult people, and clear unhealthy patterns. With potent
examples from the authorâs personal journey as well as client sessions, the messages are compassionate, enlightening and universally applicable.Topics include: the nature of the soul essence; whatâs
between lives; soul memories, emotions, ego, and creative thought as aspects of the âEarth Suit;â how past life experiences impact present time; the soul family as relating to childhood and karmic
agreements; love relationships and soul mates; working with the Spirit team (soul family guides) and soul purpose.
"I just wanted to be myself, someone who would be free enough to move the line around, between Chinese and American within a wider range and far outside of the spectrum." Mae Li is a Chinese-American
graduate student trying to claim her independence as an adult while struggling with her identity. Mae meets Spirit, who takes her on journeys into her mother's childhood in rural Hainan during the 1970s and
80s. As Mae begins to understand more about her heritage and her mother, she confronts the attitudes and ideals that the women in her family have about spirituality, work and life's milestones. But when an
old family secret shakes the already delicate relationship Mae has with her mother, it threatens to unravel the very foundation of Mae's life. The Spirits in My Head is an exploration of self-identity, purpose and
the relationship between child and parent. It brings to light how we can be shaped by the expectations of ourselves and others, but reminds us that we must be the ones to decide who we are and what path
we will follow in life.
This book documents my experiences while traveling back and forth between the country, from 2012-2015. It also incorporates what transpired in my life, leading up to my reckless decisions and desperate
travels, looking to avoid the shackles and monotony of the workaday world. Along these journeys, I came to realize how much I was sheltered, influenced, helped and guided by angels and spirits in my life.
This book is a testament to their impact on my life, the life of a vagabond writer.
WITH A BRAND NEW LOOK! ON FEBRUARY 22, 1980, KHORSHED AND RUMI BHAVNAGRI’S WORLD WAS SHATTERED. ONE MONTH LATER, A NEW ONE OPENED. Khorshed and Rumi
Bhavnagri lost their sons, Vispi and Ratoo, in a tragic car crash. With both their sons gone, the couple felt they would not survive for long. They had lost all faith in God until a miraculous message from the
Spirit World gave them hope and sent them on an incredible journey.
Praise for Hitching a Ride The story of the work of an extraordinary healer! Ellie's book will help people understand the spiritual realms that surround our tiny patch of reality, and the unseen inhabitants of
those realms who interact with us. It contains real stories of how Ellie communicates with earthbound spirits and guides them to the light, resulting in a healing for both client and spirit. R. Craig Hogan,
Ph.D.Author, Your Eternal SelfDirector, the Center for Spiritual Understanding "Riveting. Ellie's ground-breaking book uses real case studies of her documented communication with souls who died but were
trapped on the earth plane. She speaks to the dead who are unable to cross over to the other side-until they encounter Ellie. You must read this book!" Kathleen O'Keefe-KanavosBest-selling, International
Multi-Award Winning AuthorWicked Housewives On Cape Cod, Radio & TV Host/Producer "Ellie is one of the great healers on the planet." Bernie DohrmanFounder, CEO Space "There is no healing more
perfect than totally clearing the obstruction(s) that the soul has been carrying in this life so the Light of the Inner Being can shine freely and there is hardly a memory of what had been the deep wound or
presenting issue. This is Ellie's service, returning us to our True Nature. Her work and presence is a true blessing for us all." Greg McHugh, Denver, COBoard Certified Regression Therapist and Author of
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The New Regression Therapy . Millions of people currently suffer the negative effects of spirit attachments, or ghosts, in their lives. Random or karmic earthbound spirits, demons, and the like, can 'hitchhike'
with you and cause or intensify core emotional issues. Once a spirit or entity is removed, your issues can be addressed and you can rebuild your life.
Lucy Cotton is a witch with an uncanny ability of attracting dead things. Some dead things like her. One of them wants her dead. Continuing where Hungry Spirits, Book 2 of The Cotton Family Series, left off
we find out what happens at the Midsummer party when Lucy is confronted by an old and unexpected enemy. Struggling to maintain her ancestors' estate as well as her own personal relationships, Lucy finds
herself weighed down with responsibility and plagued by attacks from her family's ages-old tormentor. Will she harness her own power as a witch and invoke her ancient ancestors to defeat the demon once
and for all? Or will she succumb to the evil spirit's attempt at her life and family's legacy? In Ancient Spirits, there is more at stake than just human lives.
A life of seeing and dealing with spirits and evil. There are many things around us that we have been told to ignore or are not real. I have had a life of being able to see, hear and talk to them. From demons at
young age to earth spirits as I got older.
I was profoundly touched by evil at the dawn of my life and have been haunted by the experience throughout most of my life. My mother was poisoned before my eyes at about age four; I grew up on that that
fateful day and became aware of myself. I was touched by evil and the wickedness of man against man at the dawn of my life. She died an agonizing and horrible death. The room I shared with her smelled
like rotten fl esh or putrefi ed meat before her death. But the last time I saw her on earth she looked radiant and was miraculously transformed when I saw her seated in the village square for public viewing.
She was at peace, the lines and marks of pain and anguish etched on her face as she lay dying were smoothed out. Her countenance was peaceful devoid of the expressions of agony and pains the hallmark
of the last three to four months of her life. She was beautiful in death than during the last months of her life; death gave her peace. I did not know it but I was affected or infl uenced by the events of my mother
s last days on earth. I do not fear death and whenever I came close to death I was more concerned about the inconvenience my death would have imposed on others than fear for my life. Death is not a
bogey man. About a year after her death I encountered malicious spirits in the bush. I did not know the spirits were not human but I was apprehensive and fearful at the sight of little people under the fruit tree
on which I sat. The spirits chased me from the bush to the village; during the chase the earth opened up and swallowed me for my protection. And not to be outdone the spirits followed me into the bowels of
the earth. That was the second time in my young life that I was touched by evil of a different kind; I nearly died from the encounter with the malicious spirits. I was reunited with a father I did not know I had
before my mother s death. But about three years after I was reunited with him he walked out on my new family; my stepmother and her children. Thus by age seven or eight I had gone through two broken
homes. First, my mother walked out on my father when I was a baby and second my father walked out on my new mother and half siblings. For most of my life I was haunted by forces of darkness, malevolent
spirits and scary nightmares from time to time. Scary and haunting nightmares led me to discover the power of prayer very early in life. I started praying before going to bed when I was in class three and the
nightly nightmares ceased until I was a young adult and went to St. John Bosco s College. I discovered alcohol and began ignoring and skipping my nightly prayers or prayed haphazardly without heart and
the nightmares came back. I was hospitalized about fi ve times in one year from the effects of a nightmare and vision when I was a student at the University of Science & Technology, Kumasi... Divided by
Faith United by Love My father was a tolerant Muslim; he did not foist his faith on the rest of the family. My stepmother followed no particular faith or organized religion until the last days of her life. She was
animist; she worshipped our ancestral spirits and deities. I became a Catholic or Christian by virtue of education, my father made no attempt to convert me to Islam. The family while together was united by
love not by faith; each member followed his/her own faith. I could not reconcile my new faith with my parents and realized that but for love we would not have known peace in our family. We are divided by
faith but united by love that was the experience from my upbringing. My lack of blind faith is infl uenced by my upbringing. Man as God and Satan. I understand the meaning of some popular bible passages
different from most because of my experience of the forces of darkness, my struggle in life against evil, witchcraft and malicious spirits. I understand the true meaning of the passage in Luke 17-20-21 ------For
indeed the kingdom of God is within you . And the adm

IntroductionI was about Three or Four years old when I first saw something that other people did not see. As I looked above my head , only about six inches above, I see a circle of angels,
flying around and around in a circle, almost like a halo of angels. I am not sure if a child remembers things from such an early age but I remember this like it was yesterday. This was over Fifty
years ago know and little did I know at that time what my life had in store for me.As I began growing up through my childhood and into a teenager , My spirituality and awakening journey
progressed too , unexplainable things, well at least I thought at the time that they were unexplainable, As a young boy seeing my very first spirit was quite an experience, again something that
I will never forget , but can you imagine the realisation of knowing that the spirit knows you can see them ? and the spirit actually talks to you ? That blew my mind , and what do I do with that
?When I finally plucked up the courage to actually tell my family and a very close friend of what was happening to me , the reaction I got was to much for a young person to take . I was
ridiculed and laughed at and called various names, I soon became the person to avoid and parents would keep there children away from that weird kid . It was all very real and I was seeing
more and more spirits on a very regular basis and the older I was getting, the more my spiritual journey was taking me deeper into, Living with the spirits. It was now my everyday life.Having
lived this way now for Fifty Five years , not only has my own spiritual and awakening journey rapidly progressed but so too has modern day technology , and with this modern technology I
found out that people all around the world have been living a very similar life to mine and I know feel that the time is now right for me to share my past and present day experiences with you
and take you inside my life of, Living with the spirits.In this diary book I want to show you and take you through the actual , has it happened events, and tell you how it really is. I have seen
movies were they fantasise things up and somehow can make it look like a sexy happy ending thing, but let me tell you, in reality it is not like that at all , When you read what actually happens
and how scary it can be, How mentally and emotionally draining it can be and not to mention the harsh reality of what it can do to your relationships with people . Because you are reading this
introduction I really hope that you continue to read about my experiences with the spirits and maybe that you can connect with this book through the experiences that you have lived through
too. As I said earlier in this introduction, Through modern technology I now know that all around the world there are people like me who Live with spirits , and whether you can see spirits
around you or not, I can tell you, they are there and you are seldom alone.Please enjoy this diary book and many blessings to you.
Chronicles the experiences of the author, a religion reporter, and his friendships with Aldous Huxley, Gerald Heard, and Bill Wilson, three men who had profound effects on the religion and
spirituality of the twentieth century.
This is a handbook on how to make friends with spirits and get them to assist you in making life easier. Everything in this book comes from my conversations with spiritual beings during
thousands of counseling sessions. You will see material here which you will not see anywhere else. You are surrounded by immortal spiritual beings who are much like you, but for one reason
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or another do not have bodies at this time. This book is about the many ways these spirits influence and control you and how to get them to work on your behalf.This book will tell you all you
need to know about these voices in your head and why people don't seem to like you when you are trying your best to help them. If you have ever wondered why people do not appreciate
what you have done for them. you will find the answers in this book. Spirits are an integral part of every person's life. Learning to work with them and harness their energy makes life an
adventure instead of a burden. Many people have used the information in this book to lead happier and more productive lives.
This amazing work, first published in 1909, is divided into five parts. The first is a discussion of ancient beliefs and the unifying truths that are found in all of them. The second concentrates on
the basic concepts of spiritism such as the imortality of the soul, the purpose of life, reincarnation, God, and death. The third section explores deeper spiritist concepts such as fluids and
magnetism, spiritual phenomena, nature and science, evolution of the spirit, dangers of Spiritism, and charlatanism. The fourth part discusses related topics to the spiritual world such as errant
souls, higher life, inferior spirits, providence, free will, and hell. The last section discusses ethical topics such as moral life, faith, consolation, wealth, poverty, and charity.
In the follow-up to Elisa Medhus’s My Son and the Afterlife—“a heartfelt, deeply moving story” (Eben Alexander, New York Times bestselling author of Proof of Heaven)—her son Erik tells his
astounding story directly from the afterlife, describing in detail his death, transition, and spiritual renewal. My Life After Death begins on the tragic day when Erik Medhus took his own life. What
follows is a moment-by-moment account of the spiritual life he discovers on the other side—told for the very first time in his own words as channeled by medium Jamie Butler and then
transcribed by his mother Elisa. Overflowing with his signature honesty and candor, Erik describes more than just a visit to the afterlife. He personally walks us through the experience of dying,
transitioning into spirit form, and reveals a detailed look at the life awaiting us on the other side. In this intimate and provocative memoir, crucial questions will finally be answered, including:
What does it feel like to die? What is it like to become a spirit? Why and how do spirits communicate with the living? Is there a heaven? Ultimately, Erik’s story provides the answers that will
help readers find solace and remove the fears surrounding death, showing that love has no boundaries and life does not truly end.
An Autobiographical journey about my paranormal experiences from living in a cemetery . What happened and how I got out of that life. How my experience has allowed me to become a
paranormal investigator and Demonologist and how I have bowed to help empaths and and anybody experiencing that type of activity to try and prevent them from suffering what i did.
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